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NCC professor Nathan Carpenter’s 
love for biking started at a young 
age, when he often biked with other 
kids in his home state of Vermont. 
However, it was in California where 
he developed a special bond with the 
hobby, frequently biking during his 
undergraduate years in San Diego. 
Carpenter would continue to bike 
throughout graduate school in Davis, 
California, one of the top bicycling 
cities in the country.  

From North California, he 
frequently took his bike on a 380-mile 
Amtrak trip to spend time with his 
now wife, Natasha Vermaak, who at 
the time was a graduate student at UC 
Santa Barbara. From 2005 until their 
move to the Lehigh Valley in 2013, 
bicycling has been Carpenter’s main 
form of transportation. 

After their first daughter, Anthea, 
was born, Carpenter looked into 

Shifting Gears 
Nathan Carpenter cycles into the next phase of his life—bike in tow

By Jesus Zaldivar

getting a back seat for his bike, but after 
thorough research opted to purchase 
his current bike from Firth & Wilson 
in Philadelphia, a shop specializing 
in cargo and transport bikes. On flat 

terrain, the bike is easy to pedal, but 
extra effort is needed on the hilly roads 
of Bethlehem. 

When Eowya, his second child, was 
born, he contacted a bike manufacturer 

in Holland and got a device that assists 
pedaling, so the ride seems to be on flat 
terrain all the time, pedaling the cargo 
bike. 

(Carpenter, continued Page 3)

Nathan Carpenter, NCC’s Director of Global Education and International Services, with his daughters Eowya and Anthea, at NCC’s Reibman Hall, ready 
to start their ride home at 5 p.m. Credit: Jesus Zaldivar

Competition was fierce at NCC’s 
Jenga tournament, as students went 
head-to-head to win the grand prize.  

Three tables of jumbo Jenga 
blocks towered over the Student Life 
Zone on Oct. 25. Hosted by NCC’s 
Pennsylvania States Employees Credit 
Union (PSECU) Financial Education 
Center, the tournament’s blocks were 
labelled with questions ranging from 
financial aid and email phishing to 
random trivia, which students had to 
answer before putting the brick atop 
the stack. 

Psychology student and semifinalist 
Elizabeth Freitas initially joined the 
competition to pass time, but says she  
ended up learning a lot in the hour she 
spent playing.  

 After multiple rounds, countless 
toppled blocks and several eliminations, 
the final match came down to NCC 
students Faizan Akbar and Johnathan 
Dowling.  

The two circled the table, planning 
their next moves and tentatively 
prodding at the stack in search of a 
loose brick, but ultimately, Dowling 
pulled his final block sending the tower 
teetering. The clattering of tumbled 

blocks ushered in Akbar’s victory. 
The two finalists exchanged a good-

spirited handshake and Akbar collected 
his grand prize, an NCC t-shirt, PSECU 
bookbag, cup, Frisbee and two gift 
cards.  

“He’s really good,” said Akbar. 

“He’s a great competitor. If he’d gotten 
that last brick, I would’ve lost.”  

The main purpose of the tournament 
was to teach students about credit 
scores, financial fraud, federal loans 
and more in a fun and interactive way.  

Stack 
'em up 

and 
Knock 

'em 
down
PSECU hosts 

Jenga Tournament
 at NCC

By Thanh-Thanh Nguyen

(Jenga continued, page 4)

Competitors Johnathan Dowling (left) and Faizan Akbar (right) shake hands after the 
match. Credit Thanh-Thanh Nguyen. 
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Turkey, stuffing and 
gravy – oh, my! 

C.A.R.E pantry provides Thanksgiving products

By Kaitlyn Seawood

NCC’s food pantries continue 
to give back to the community by 
providing students, staff and faculty 
the opportunity to receive food and 
supplies for their Thanksgiving meal. 

Helping Our Peers Excel (H.O.P.E.), 
the Main campus pantry, opened 
for students in the fall of 2016, and 
Compassionate Aid and Resources for 
Everyone (C.A.R.E.), opened in 2018 
at Monroe campus. Both are run by the 
Nursing Student Organization (NSO), 
where nursing students contribute as 
officers, coordinators and volunteers. 

Tanairi Concepcion, nursing student 
and head coordinator of the pantry, 
describes the impact that C.A.R.E. had 
on families’ Thanksgiving celebrations 
in 2021. 

“About 30 families were supported 
from last year’s distribution,” 
Concepcion says. “Right now, there 
aren’t many families that are taking 
advantage of our pantry, so we are 
currently supporting about 15 families 
consistently.” 

Concepcion’s twin sister - Ana - 
serves as assistant coordinator for the 

pantry, with help from volunteers, 
Brittney Miller and Paige Hinton. 

Melissa Merlo, nursing student 
and president of NSO, emphasizes 
the importance and utilization of the 
C.A.R.E. pantry. 

“The pantry is such a great resource 
for the school, for faculty, staff and 
students alike. I just wish it was more 
utilized,” Merlo says. “It is definitely 
a labor of love and takes the most 
amount of time.” 

The pantry is open to all donations 
but relies on gift cards to stores such 
as Aldi and ShopRite to replenish their 
supplies. Donations can be placed in 
the shopping cart at KAPP Hall on the 
main floor and in the donation box at 
Keystone Hall. 

 The pantry respects the privacy of 
anybody needing services and names 
will be kept confidential. Those who 
would like to receive a turkey for 
Thanksgiving can sign-up using their 
link on signupgenius.com.

 For more information or to get 
involved as a volunteer contact Brittney 
Miller at: 

b r i t t n e y . m i l l e r @ s t u d e n t .
northampton.edu 

Items for Thanksgiving will be 
available for pick-up Nov. 16

Stacks of Thanksgiving turkeys are ready to be donated. Credit Melissa Merlo.  
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A car ride to campus takes around 
20 minutes, but Carpenter prefers 
riding his bike, which he typically does  
four days a week, when it’s warm. He 
always checks the weather forecast to 
avoid the surprise of eventual rains. 

In the colder seasons, he might 
only take his bike three times a week. 
Sub-freezing temperatures are not a 
problem, but snowy weather is. For 
the cold, the riders dress appropriately, 
and the girls use a special blanket 
and heating pads to keep warm. 
Inspired by his mother-in-law’s 
heating pad, Carpenter made his own 
reusable microwave pads that contain 
inexpensive grains inside.  

But biking isn’t always easy.  
Carpenter explains that most streets 
are designed with cars in mind, so it 
can be a challenge for bikers. 

“The most dangerous part of the 
entire seven-mile ride is a very small 
stretch from what's called Princeton 
Place to the entrance to the college in 
Oakland Road which is just probably 
like 100 or 200 meters.” Carpenter 
says.  

A second danger is the intersection 

of Maple and Goepp Streets, but his 
solution is to spend more time at the 
stop sign, make himself visible enough 
to upcoming vehicles and then continue 
his journey.  

 But it’s not all bad. In fact, there 
are several memorable moments that 
he looks upon fondly. 

 “One time I was at a stop light in 
South Bethlehem,” Carpenter says. “I 
was on the left-hand turn lane and there 
was a woman in the car next to me, it 

was summer or spring, with windows 
down and she said, ‘Oh, I would love 
to have those memories’” - envying 
the girls for the special experience they 
were going through.  

Though he spends a considerable 
amount of his week biking to and from 
work, Carpenter still makes time to 
ride his bike recreationally. 

“I just got involved in this cyclocross 
event out of Emmaus that happens 
every Thursday night which is just a 

really wonderful event for kids and 
adults, young people, old people, men, 
women,” Carpenter says. “It's like half 
race, half social gathering.”  

He also attends events at the Valley 
Preferred Cycling Center, also called 
the Velodrome or T-town, where 
he watches Olympic-level athletes 
compete. He is also an advocate for the 
Coalition for Appropriate Transport 
(CAT), a non-profit organization in 
Bethlehem that focuses on bicycles, 
walking, ADA accessibility and public 
transportation.  

Oct. 29 was Carpenter’s last day 
as Director of Global Education and 
International Services at NCC. Though 
he will continue teaching online for the 
duration of the semester.  

Come 2023, the Carpenter family is 
expected to be on the other side of the 
Atlantic near Paris. His wife, a tenured 
assistant professor of Mechanical 
Engineering at Lehigh University, will 
start a sabbatical at the prestigious 
Universite Paris-Saclay.  

It’s clear that wherever Nathan 
Carpenter ends up next, his bike won’t 
be too far behind. Who knows? Maybe 
the next phase in his life will include 
the famous “Tour de France.” 

(Carpenter, continued from Page 1)

Bike rack by The Spartan Center. Credit Jesus Zaldivar. 

Is that rusty bicycle still collecting 
spiderwebs in your garage? Should 
you take the climate crisis seriously 
and minimize gasoline usage? Looking 
for ways to exercise? 

If you answered yes to any of 
these questions, it’s time to contact 
the Coalition for Appropriate 
Transportation (CAT) in Bethlehem. 
The volunteers of the non-profit 
CAT will help you fix that broken 
bicycle, give you tips on safe biking 
in the Lehigh Valley, and enthusiastic 
members will invite you for weekly 
rides. 

CAT is not only about bikes, 
however. “CAT envisions a world 
where bicycling, walking, American 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
accessibility, and public transportation 
prevail,” – its webpage reads.  

Founded by Steve Schmidt in 
1994, CAT has 340 members today 
and carries out several projects: bike 
safety, traffic education, etc. Working 
closely with organizations such as the 
“Alliance for Sustainable Communities 

in the Lehigh Valley.” 
The Holiday Bike Giveaway 

Program is very popular and makes  
Santa Claus’ gifts a reality for 
low-income families on the holidays. 
In 2021, CAT gave away 260 bikes. 
Low-income adults can also benefit 
from a free bicycle, after proving their 
financial condition and concluding 
a mandatory number of hours 
volunteering at CAT. 

There are many ways to join the 
CAT community: individual or family 
membership, one day membership, 
adopt a bicycle, bicycle or parts 
donation, volunteering, etc. Indeed, if 
what you want is to volunteer and learn 
how to fix bikes along the way, CAT is 
the place.  

On a typical day, CAT’s tiny 
headquarter gets congested. Bikes 
need various repairs, from punctures 
to jumping gears, to snapped chains, 
to fine-tuning and tightening up loose 
bolts. Truly, everything gets repaired.  

You will also come across friendly, 
interesting people. Scott Slingerland, 
Executive Director since 2015, is 
a Pennsylvania licensed engineer, 

and a licensed League of American 
Bicyclists Certified Instructor (LCI). 
He has instructed over 250 adults and 
8,000 kids on bike-related issues. He’s 
invited to Northampton Community 
College twice a year, for events such 
as the Open House (August) and Earth 
Day celebration. 

Mechanical Engineer, Bill 
Meiklejohn, the Board Vice President, 
is a Schwinn factory trained mechanic, 
graduate of Barnett Bicycle Institute of 
Colorado and recently completed an 
e-bike mechanical/electrical training. 

“…just stop by to see what CAT is 
about,” its website reads. If it’s your 
lucky day, you may be welcomed by 
Sammy, Bill’s big, black poodle, whose 
barking may sound intimidating at 
first, but you will immediately realize 
that she’s friendly as a little kid.   

Board Treasurer Edwin “Ed” Kay, 
emeritus professor of Computer Science 
and Engineering at Lehigh University, 
has been commuting by bike for the 

Make Biking Great Again
By Jesus Zaldivar

past 45 years. 
Chis Briggs, Board Secretary, 

is a former High School Biology 
teacher and avid biker, as well as an 
entrepreneur with eclectic interests, 
such as disc golf and punk guitar.  

Anna Zawierucha, moved to Ohio 
from Bordeaux, France when she was 
5 years. A former schoolteacher, she 
has visited and lived in many countries. 
She attributes her bike dependency to 
being half Dutch.  

Predo Nisic, a refugee from Bosnia, 
is a former social worker and steel mill 
foreman. He has been volunteering 
regularly since 2019. 

Steve Slautter lives near Clinton, 
New Jersey, and has been happily 
volunteering at CAT for two years, 
despite the 80-mile trip.

So, is this an interesting crew or 
what?   

There is no longer a reason to let 
that nice bike rust in the basement.

Scott Slingerland and Steve Slautter ensuring that gears of members' bike operate. Credit Jesus Zaldivar.

Coalition for appropriate transportation (CAT) 
1935 W Broad St., Bethlehem, PA 18018 

http://www.lvcat.org/lvcat/ 
Phone 610-954-5744
E-mail (cat@lvcat.org)

Open hours: 
Tuesday 12 – 4 p.m. 

Thursdays, 12 - 4 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. 
Saturdays 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 

All visits – to volunteer or work on your bike project – are by appointment.
 Free booklets and info: Pennsylvania bicycle drivers manual for youth and adults, bicycle street smarts cycling 

savvy edition

CAT headquarters - 1935 W Broad St., Bethlehem, PA 18018 – Credit: Jesus Zaldivar
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GENEROUS FINANCIAL AID AND TRANSFER 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
All accepted full-time transfer students receive  
at least $15,000 in scholarship.

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ARTICULATION 
AGREEMENTS 
Core-to-core agreements and transfer  
up to 78 credits.

FLEXIBLE OPTIONS: FULL OR PART-TIME STUDY 
Transfer here with a schedule that works for you.

REAL WORLD, HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE 
Learn about our award winning E360 Program. 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
Our dedicated transfer counselor can help you through 
every step of the admission process. 

A SMALL, CARING LEARNING COMMUNITY 
13:1 student to faculty ratio means you get personal 
attention and mentoring.

SMALL UNIVERSITY. BIG EXPERIENCE.

TRANSFER TO DELVAL

We Make Transferring Easy!
Delaware Valley University has been  
named one of the best schools in the  
nation for transfer students!

 

4delval.edu/transfer

 

National Society National Society fforor

Experiential EducationExperiential Education

2022 
Best Regional  
Universities 
NORTH

U.S. News &
World Report

700 East Butler Ave., Doylestown, PA 18901

“This is PSECU’s way of bringing 
financial literacy to NCC,” said PSECU 
Community Relations Manager Donna 
White. “It’s important that students 
make informed decisions, especially 
now because they are responsible for 
their loans now.” 

Students interested in learning 
more about financial literacy can visit 
PSECU’s Financial Education Center, 
located on the first floor of College 
Center on Main campus and in Pocono 
Hall on Monroe campus. 

(Jenga, continued from Page 1)

Students play Jenga during PSECU's Jenga tournament 
(left) and Faizan Akbar (top) shows off his prize after winning 
the competition. Credit Thanh-Thanh Nguyen. 
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"There is no real democracy 
without journalism"

By Kaitlyn Seawood

Journalists from across the country 
came to Washington D.C. on Nov. 
27 to attend the annual MediaFest 
convention hosted by the Society of 
Professional Journalists (SPJ).  

Our very own staff from The 
Commuter had the privilege of 
attending numerous seminars, one 
including the notorious investigative 
journalists from the Watergate Scandal, 
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, 
who spoke in honor of the 50th 
anniversary of the Watergate break-in. 

Woodward had only been working 
at the Washington Post for less than 
nine months and less than two years as 
a reporter at the time of the Watergate 
break-in. When asked about how they 
connected on the case, Woodward 
stated that he had been asleep when his 
editor at the Post had called him about 
the breaking news and later went to the 
courthouse for the arraignment of the 
five burglars.  

“I have never seen a burglar in a 
business suit,” said Woodward. “In 
fact, I’ve never seen a well-dressed 
burglar.” 

Bernstein at the time was serving 
as chief Virginia reporter for the 
Washington Post. He was working 
on a story about a candidate who was 
running for governor of Virginia when 
suddenly he noticed the commotion 
around the city desk. After being told 
the news, he dropped his candidate 
story to pursue the Watergate break-in.  

Woodward and Bernstein had met at 
the courthouse, where Bernstein began 
making calls to the burglars’ wives and 
learned through them that the burglars 
were associated with the CIA. This was 
just the beginning to compiling their 
list of credible sources.  

Calling strangers, also known 
as cold-calling, was the root to 
developing their sources throughout 
their investigation. Journalists tend to 
fear reaching out to people they don’t 
know, but sometimes it’s where to get 
the best information. 

“Find the people at the lower level 
who have day-to-day responsibilities,” 
said Woodward. “That’s exactly what 
Carl taught me.” 

Woodward notes that this is called 
the “Bernstein method,” which entails 
starting from the bottom and working 

your way up to obtain sources. They 
knocked on doors, called people at all 
hours of the day and met in questionable 
places to gain the trust and information 
needed for their stories.   

The duo reflected on similarities 
between Nixon’s and Trump’s 
presidency, comparing the two former 
presidents by the way they treated the 
press and media. 

“‘Never forget, the press is the 
enemy. The establishment is the 
enemy. The professors are the enemy. 
Write that on a blackboard 100 times 
and never forget it,’” said Woodward, 
quoting Nixon from December 1972. 

The careless actions of Trump 

Deputy editor Kaitlyn Seawood posing next to Carl Bernstein. Credit Thanh-Thanh Nguyen. 

Working for you 
and on your side: 

consumer investigations
By Jesus Zaldivar

Everywhere you turn, it appears as 
though there is a new scam emerging 
from the shadows. "It is why consumer 
investigations are so important” – 
was the announcement of the session, 
which grabbed the attention of a large 
audience.   

In fact, scams can affect everyone, 
including us. A journalist's function 
is to inform, and in the case of 
investigative journalists, the exposure 
of wrongdoing often leads to resolution 
of an issue – originally perceived as 
insurmountable by a lonely consumer.  

“I love investigative reporting 
because you can really get to the heart 
of things and hold people accountable, 
and also, you are there to watch out 
for people’s rights,” Caressa Jackman 
told The Commuter at the end of 
her presentation. Jackman identified 
herself as a “consumer investigative 
reporter with Gray Television. "I work 
in their national investigative unit 
called Investigate TV,” she said. 

Her employer, Gray Television, 
owns 113 stations across the country. 
Five months ago, Jackman joined the 
award-winning investigative unit that 
runs short pieces (30 seconds to two 
minutes) and long pieces (five-ten 
minutes) on various types of frauds.  

The way it works is the investigative 
journalist learns about a type of 
fraud that is affecting individuals or 
a group of people fighting injustice, 
for example, involving a landlord or 
a company doing shady businesses, or 
shady contractors who take advantage 
of people's trust.  

Journalists reach out to agencies 
(state or federal) to get more 
information on the specific fraud under 

investigation, and, at the same time, 
obtain advice as to the best strategy 
for resolution. It is important that 
investigative journalists develop trust, 
listening to people in the community, 
as well as interacting with the agencies. 

A large number of scams, Jackman 
clarifies, are ultimately facilitated 
by the victim giving away personal 
information, falling prey to phishing 
on mobile phones or by e-mail.  

Jackman concluded by saying that 
it is very rewarding, after months of 
apparently unsolvable cases, the victim 
finally gets their money back, resolves 
a tenant-landlord conflict or achieves 
legal prosecution of the criminals. 

So, watch out. Rule number one 
is never give personal information to 
unidentified sources.

Caresse Jackman. National Consumer 
Investigative Reporter. Credit Jesus Zaldivar

within his presidency led to the 
complete downfall of the country due 
to his ignorance during the COVID 
pandemic. Woodward discloses the 
fact that Trump had been warned of 
the virus from his National Security 
Adviser, Robert O’ Brien. 

“It was unimaginable to us that 
anything could surpass what Nixon had 
done in terms of criminality, in terms 
of undermining democratic notions … 
and then along came Donald Trump,” 
Bernstein said. “Not just that he was a 
criminal president, but that he was the 
first seditious president in our history.” 

The following day, MediaFest 
recognized their 2022 Fellows of the 

Society: Roland Martin, Bill Whitaker, 
Jerry Green, Clarissa Ward and John 
Quiñones for their extraordinary 
contribution to the profession of 
journalism. The honorees discussed 
their careers, their views on journalism 
and perspectives on what the future 
holds for the profession.  

Ward is CNN’s chief international 
correspondent, known for her 
in-depth investigations and high-
profile assignments. She unfortunately 
couldn’t attend due to being in Ukraine 
covering the war against Russia but sent 
a thoughtful video to display during the 
conference.  

After covering war for the last 
nearly 20 years, Ward describes 
how detrimental misinformation and 
disinformation can be on any society 
and how difficult it makes the job of  
journalists.

“‘Any society that stops believing in 
the truth becomes uniquely vulnerable 
to totalitarianism,’” said Ward, quoting 
Hannah Ardent.  

Quiñones said as a child he was 
meant to pursue journalism despite 
several teachers discouraging his 
plans to go to college, until he met his 
English teacher.  

“There is no real Democracy without 
journalism,” said Quiñones. “It’s the 
candle in the darkness, especially for 
those who find themselves marginalized 
by society. As a journalist, it’s vital to 
not only tell the stories of the movers 
and shakers of the world, but also shine 
a light on the moved and the shaken.” 

The next convention will be held in 
New York City, March 8-11, 2023. 

Credit Society of Professional Journalists/spj.org 
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Melt My Eyez 
See Your Future
Denzel Curry

Genre: Rap/ Hip Hop
Released: March 2022

BY GREGORY DANTE

Known for his rapid-fire rap style 
and aggressive production, Denzel 
Curry’s “Melt My Eyez See Your 
Future” reveals another side to the 
young Miami rapper that has only 
been touched on in his previous 
albums.

Curry walks back his signature 
sharp delivery and offers listeners a 
more intimate album that details his 
personal struggles and his growth as 
he overcomes them. 

The piano instrumental and haunt-
ing vocal track on opening track, 
“Melt Session #1” create a gloomy, 
even eerie, environment that allows 
Curry’s bars about his insecurities and 
short-coming to flourish. 

This introspection continues in 
“Walkin,” “John Wayne” and “Men-
tal” which weave soulful, hypnotic 
beats with sharp storytelling that tack-
les topics like Curry’s mental stability 
and his exploration of his spirituality.

Reminiscent of 80’s and 90’s rap, 
“The Smell of Death” has a basic 
rhyme scheme and its production 
does well in setting up for “Sanju-
ro,” which will feel more familiar to 
longtime fans of Curry, with sharp 
delivery and booming beats that  
harken back to his 2015 album,  
“32 Zel.”

Toward the end, the album begins 
to feel uninspired. By “Zatoichi,” 
Curry seems to have run out of things 
to say and the closing track, “The 
Ills” feels like a repeat of “Melt Ses-
sion #1,” which, although poetic, is 
repetitive. Curry raps well throughout 
the album, but, at times, his signature 
bite is missed. 

Overall, the album is a refreshing, 
well-executed recording. His for-
ay into self-reflection has led to an 
interesting, but not perfect album that 
promises a bright future for Curry, as 
he continues to produce great music 
for fans of lyrical rap.

The Car
Artic Monkeys

Genre: Orchestral Rock
Released: October 2022

BY KAITLYN SEAWOOD

With lush string arrangements, 
clean tones, modern production and 
lyrical imagery that can range from 
pompous to whimsical; the seventh 
studio album from British rock band 
Arctic Monkeys, “The Car,” is a 
testament to their unique and varied 
discography. 

The main highlight of “The Car” is 
its beautiful string arrangements and 
vocal crooning exemplified by the 
singles “There’d Better Be a Mir-
rorball” and “Body Paint.” The final 
single “I Ain’t Quite Where I Think 
I Am” is an outlier, with sleek, funk 
inspired grooves. 

Unfortunately, the other seven 
tracks fail to deliver on the sound 
the singles teased. Simplistic song 
structures combined with a lack of 
climax and resolution turns a short, 
37-minute runtime into a dragged out, 
unexciting listening experience. 

Although its 2018 predecessor, 

“Tranquility Base Hotel & Casino,” 
uses a hotel and casino on the moon 
as a fictional setting with descriptive, 
artistic imagery, the car in this album 
is simply used as a crutch in relatively 
meaningless songs. 

This issue is clearly illustrated in 
the album’s self-titled track; there is 
no payoff to its slow-paced, gorgeous, 
yet basic instrumentation and passion-
less vocal delivery. Other tracks such 
as “Big Ideas” and closer, “Perfect 
Sense” suffer from this as well. 

“The Car” is down to earth and 
relatable, but it lacks intensity and 
vividness despite its evident beauty 
and brilliant writing, ultimately fail-
ing to capture your heart. 

Unfortunately, the band will not be 
receiving a “Four out of Five” on this 
album. 

"Unmute yourself"
Student Press Law Center

By Jesus Zaldivar

“What we do is to support, promote 
and defend the First Amendment, free 
expression rights of student journalists 
all over the country. It's the only thing 
we do all the time so, reach out to us 
because we are your media lawyers, 
we work to empower bold journalism 
and brave advocacy to protect student 
press freedom,” said Hadar Harris, the 
executive director of the Student Press 
Law Center (SPLC).

It was the introduction that preceded 
the award to two students’ newspapers, 
“The Indiana Daily Student” and “The 
Battalion of Texas A& M University” 
for outstanding courage in collegiate 
journalism and student press freedom 
advocacy.

“Both honorees signify the very 
best of student journalism, but also 
the significant challenges college 
journalists face in telling the stories of 
their campus and community,” Harris 
said.

At Indiana University a music 
student was responsible for sexually 
harassing another student. According 
to a 2016 resolution of University of 
2016, such misconduct called for an 
exemplary disciplinary action. The 
student’s school passivity alarmed the 
students. Tenaciously reporter Cate 
Charron, advised by SPLC, continued 
publishing the results of further 
investigations.

The courageous coverage resulted 
in letters to the editor, a community 
forum, and protests of frustrated 
students demanding that the university 
took action to guarantee safety. Finally, 
the University surrendered and acted.

At Texas A &M, the president of the 
university decided to stop the printing 
of “The Battalion,” in existence since 
1893. A prompt reaction from the 
newspaper team, together with the 
support of the community and SPLC 
lawyers reverted the president’s 
decision.

The assistance of SPLC to students’ 
newspaper is nothing new. It started in 
1974. Marsha Ducey, former faculty 
advisor to “The Stylus,” newspaper of 
the State University of New York at 
Brockport, New York shared her story.

“About 10 years ago, the student 
government which funds the 
newspaper tried to cut the funding of 
the newspaper because they didn't like 
the content of the newspaper coverage 
about a murder that took place of a 
student; SPLC helped us, the cut to 
funding never happened, everything for 
free…they're just fabulous, fantastic,” 
Ducey concluded.

Danielle Dietrich has been the digital 
strategist for SPLC for five years. She 
says that the most common legal issue 
that SPLC fights against is censorship. 
SPLC is focused on the United States, 
but Dietrich brings up the case of 
the Canadian “’B.C. High School 
Movement,’ which is the grassroots 
legislative movement to help pass state 
legislation to really protect the students 
press freedom that has been started as 
an American effort.”

She is quick to pinpoint that SPLC 
“has limited staff” and that “every 
state has different law, so it makes it 
complicated.”

In fact, at the end of the award 
ceremony, SPLC staff and volunteers 
proceeded to collect donations, to 
which the audience adhered eagerly.

Many gathered at the Student Press Law Center award ceremony. Credit: Jesus Zaldivar

Credit Jesus Zaldivar. 
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Photos by Kaitlyn Seawood
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